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Abstract

Approximately 200,000 coaches cease coaching each year in the United Kingdom alone. The reasons for this dropout are not fully understood, but they could be linked to the stressful nature of coaching and the potential for this to impede health and psychological well-being (PWB). The aim of this meta-synthesis is to systematically search for and draw together the qualitative research evidence on coaches’ experiences of stressors, primary appraisals, emotions, coping, and PWB. Using a rigorous and systematic search protocol, 11 studies were identified, assessed for research quality, and synthesized thematically to generate new insight. The findings highlight the plethora of stressors that coaches can experience, the impact of coaches’ appraisals on PWB, and the coping families that coaches can use to foster adaptation. In doing so, the meta-synthesis deepens our understanding of coaches’ stress transactions and their experiences of PWB. There is a significant lack of qualitative research evidence on coaches’ appraisals and PWB. Qualitative and or longitudinal research is warranted to develop knowledge in these areas. Such research should be used to develop interventions that are applicable to different coaching populations (e.g., working parents and part-time coaches) to help minimize stressors, facilitate positive appraisals and emotions, and foster PWB.
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Introduction

Sports coaching is a potentially stressful occupation (Frey, 2007; Levy et al., 2009) not least because coaches are required to maintain their own psychological and physical health and performance whilst supporting the athletes with whom they work (Kelley et al., 1999). Psychological stress is defined as “a particular relationship between the person and the environment that is appraised by the person as taxing or exceeding his or her resources and endangering his or her well-being” (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984, p. 19). According to transactional and interactional perspectives of stress (e.g., transactional stress theory: Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; the cognitive-motivational-relational theory of stress and emotion: Lazarus, 1991), stressors occur during individuals’ transactions with their environments and can be defined as “environmental demands (i.e., stimuli) encountered by an individual” (Lazarus, 1999, p. 329). Individuals appraise stressors based on the pertinence of them to their beliefs, values, goal congruence, and situational intentions (Lazarus & Folkman, 1987). Appraising can be deliberate and conscious or automatic and largely subconscious (Lazarus, 1999), which makes the study of this concept complex (Didymus, 2017). It is typically accepted that appraising consists of two discrete but related processes: (1) primary appraising (i.e., evaluations of whether an encounter is relevant or significant to one’s beliefs, values, goal commitments, and situational intentions) and (2) secondary appraising (i.e., evaluations of the degree of control over a stressor, the available coping resources, and the likelihood of a coping strategy effectively dealing with the situation; see Didymus & Jones, in press).

An individual usually experiences emotions when encountering a stressor, and stressors often trigger increased motivation to cope (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Coping refers to cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage or reduce demands that exceed the resources of that person (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). As is the case with many aspects of stress transactions, coping is a complex phenomenon because it is idiosyncratic, moderated
and mediated by various constructs, and dependent not only on the person but also on his or her environment during any given transaction. Effective coping can mitigate negative outcomes of stress and, thus, this process has the potential to influence physical and psychological health (Malik & Noreen, 2015). For example, a coach who experiences a stressor relating to team dynamics, appraises this stressor as a threat, is likely to feel anxious, and copes by avoiding the situation, may experience diminished health and avoidance. Alternatively, if the coach experiences the same stressor and appraises it as a benefit, he or she is likely to feel happy, and copes by celebrating with the team, is more likely to experience enhancements in physical and psychological health.

Research that has examined stressors and health (e.g., Britt et al., 2005; Didymus et al., in press) highlights that stressors can trigger negatively valenced emotions (e.g., anxiety; Fredrickson, 2000). This in turn increases the risk of physical illness (Churchill et al., 2017) and stress-related disorders. These factors are estimated to cause half of all work absences and are known to contribute to increased accident rates, employee turnover, and absenteeism (Harnois & Gabriel, 2000; Marcatto et al., 2016). In a sport context, it is estimated that 20% of coaches cease coaching annually (North, 2009), which equates to approximately 200,000 coaches. The reason for this dropout is not fully known but it may be partly due to the aforementioned impact of psychological stress on coaches’ physical and psychological health (O’Connor & Bennie, 2006).

One element of psychological health is psychological well-being (PWB), which is a concept that is distinct from but related to psychological stress. Defining PWB is a challenge and there is little consensus among the academic community about how to best do so (see Norris et al., 2017). Many researchers have defined PWB according to its dimensions (e.g., hedonia and eudemonia; Robertson & Cooper, 2011), rather than capturing the essence of what PWB is (Dodge et al., 2012). The lack of agreement in defining PWB has resulted in
multiple broad definitions being reported (Gasper, 2010), which, although differ in various ways, share some common ground. For example, many definitions focus on the notion of positive functioning (Duckworth et al., 2005; Linley et al., 2006), whereas others commonly describe PWB as flourishing and indicate that positive relationships and both purpose and meaning in life are essential (Diener, 2009; Seligman, 2011). To complement our beliefs about the transactional nature of stress, we adopted a well-established theory-based, multidimensional operationalization of PWB (Ryff, 1989; Ryff & Keyes, 1995). This operationalization encompasses six distinct dimensions of wellness that are thought to be consistent among and relevant to men and women of different ages: autonomy, environmental mastery, personal growth, relationships with others, purpose in life, and self-acceptance (Ryff & Keyes, 1995).

To date, PWB has been explored in a variety of occupational settings, including academic and administrative personnel (Jorgensen et al., 2013) and health service workers (Karpaviciute & Parkinson, 2015). Collectively, this research has identified that a lack of PWB contributes to absenteeism; poorer health; and reduced job satisfaction, morale, and productivity (Harnois & Gabriel, 2000; Sparks et al., 2001), which can lead an individual to withdraw from their working environment. The systematic quantitative evidence exploring PWB among sports coaches (see, for a review, Norris et al., 2017) highlights that three conditions may be needed to facilitate coach PWB: basic psychological needs satisfaction, lack of basic psychological needs thwarting, and self-determined motivation (Alcaraz et al., 2015; Bentzen et al., 2016a; Stebbings et al., 2011, 2015; Stebbings et al., 2012). Accordingly, coaches who have more self-determined motivation tend to perform better (Gillet et al., 2009) and often foster stronger autonomy supportive environments for athletes (Norris et al., 2017).

Two published reviews of literature have explored various components of sports
coaches’ psychological stress transactions and or PWB. The first was a narrative review (Fletcher & Scott, 2010), which assessed some of the literature on stress among coaches and focused specifically on conceptual and definitional issues, theoretical and empirical issues, and implications for applied practice. Although this was a narrative rather than a systematic review and was, therefore, not fully rigorous or replicable, the paper did highlight the significant health and performance costs of psychological stress for coaches. While the current meta-synthesis shares some similarities with the foci of this previous review, Fletcher and Scott (2010) focused on burnout, rather than PWB, as a potentially negative consequence of ineffectively managed stress. However, in recent years positive psychology has changed the foci of investigations exploring the positive aspects of the stress process, including positive outcomes such as personal transformation or growth that enhances the study of optimal functioning, instead of the study of dysfunctions and problems (e.g., Rothman, Jorgensen, & Hill, 2011). Although research exploring the negative consequences of stress is useful to understand the impact of stress in individuals, it does restrict conclusions on how to support individuals in achieving optimal functioning and, ultimately, wellbeing. Therefore, following trends in positive psychology, it is important that this meta-synthesis allows for the investigation of positive aspects of the stress process. The lack of a systematic approach in Fletcher and Scott (2010) unfortunately limits the confidence that can be had in the conclusions. Furthermore, the review is now over a decade old and, given the increasing interest in psychological stress and PWB among coaches in recent years, the findings of this work are outdated. This is problematic because practitioners and policy makers require the most up-to-date evidence to inform their practice.

The second more recent review systematically drew together research on stressors, coping, and PWB among sports coaches (Norris et al., 2017). This work highlighted that coaches experienced stressors relating to their own and their athletes’ performance,
contextual factors (e.g., job security, coach age and experience), and intrapersonal experiences (e.g., athletes, expectations of others). The search strategy adopted by Norris et al. (2017) yielded no qualitative articles and five quantitative articles that examined PWB among coaches. The lack of retrieved qualitative research evidence was perhaps due to the systematic review method that was adopted, and the lack of flexibility that this method affords in translating or interpreting the findings of previous work. While limited previous qualitative work has explicitly explored PWB among coaches, our preliminary scoping searches highlighted that findings do exist that could be interpreted as relevant to PWB.

While these two aforementioned reviews made progress in bringing together the available literature of some aspects of psychological stress and PWB among coaches, they did not consider the pivotal component of appraising (Didymus & Fletcher, 2012), coaches’ emotions and/or full understanding of PWB. This is a significant shortcoming of both reviews (Fletcher & Scott, 2010; Norris et al., 2017) because influential theoretical perspectives (e.g., the cognitive-motivational-relational theory; Lazarus, 1999) clearly signify stress as a transactional process that includes appraising and emotions as central tenets and consider appraising to be the pivotal element of stress transactions that has implications for health, performance, and PWB (e.g., Didymus & Fletcher, 2012, 2017a). Appraising is also accepted as the conceptual link between stressors, coping, and PWB so it is imperative that reviews of literature in this area are inclusive of all available literature on key components of stress transactions. Furthermore, neither reviews considered the cultural (e.g., women coaches and culturally diverse coaching populations) and organizational (e.g., levels of coaching and occupational bases) dynamics of the coaching workforce when considering their directions for future research. Only once work of this nature is complete can we move toward a more comprehensive understanding of the current state of knowledge, and offer specific, useful, and informed recommendations for future research and practice in this area.
It is imperative that we further the understanding of sports coaches’ experiences of psychological stress, particularly relating to appraising and PWB. Doing so will help to inform evidence based applied stress management interventions and highlight research gaps that need further attention. Building a stronger body of applied, empirical, and theoretical evidence will help academic and front-line communities to create facilitative environments for coaches that foster health and PWB supporting therefore coaches’ retention in the profession. One way to deepen understanding of psychological stress and PWB using the available evidence is via a meta-synthesis of qualitative research (Walsh & Downe, 2005). This type of research involves the systematic search, review, and synthesis of qualitative work to draw together published findings and develop new knowledge (Williams & Shaw, 2016). Meta-syntheses go beyond the findings and conclusions of primary studies to provide more powerful explanations of the target phenomena (Thomas & Harden, 2008).

Furthermore, a meta-synthesis can provide more substantive interpretations than single studies alone (Arman & Rehnsfeldt, 2003), increase understanding of a research topic, enhance the transferability of findings from similar qualitative studies (Paterson et al., 2001), and offer a point of reference for interested researchers and practitioners. Considering these benefits as well as limitations discussed found in previous reviews in the area of psychological stress and PWB among coaches, the aim of the current meta-synthesis was to systematically search for and draw together the qualitative research evidence on sports coaches’ experiences of stressors, primary appraisals, emotions, coping, and PWB.

**Methods**

**Philosophical Position**

To augment the rigor of this meta-synthesis (Bishop & Holmes, 2013; McGannon et al., 2019), we include here details of our ontological and epistemological assumptions. We align best to a constructivist paradigm, which is underpinned by our relativist ontology and
subjectivist epistemology. The knowledge we developed when conducting this meta-synthesis was constructed collaboratively between each of the authors when interpreting the coaches’ experiences that are presented in the included studies (Carson et al., 2001). Our interpretations of the original findings using theoretical frameworks to guide us led to the development of different and new knowledge to that which was presented in the original studies (Jensen & Allen, 1996). For example, this meta-synthesis is the first study to apply Ryff (1989) and Ryff and Keyes’ (1995) conceptualization of PWB during the interpretation and presentation of sports coaches’ experiences. In being subjective, we understand that the coaches’ experiences are context bound (Smith & Heshusius, 1986) and that the data in the included studies will have been influenced by the original researchers’ own philosophical positions. We also believe there are multiple realities about a phenomenon that are constructed in the minds of each coach (Al-Saggaf & Williamson, 2006), which reflects our relativist ontological stance.

**Study Design**

A meta-synthesis involves five consecutive stages (O’Connell & Downe, 2009): (1) identifying the focus of the meta-synthesis, (2) identifying published literature relevant to the research aim, (3) appraising each relevant study for research quality, (4) identifying and extracting appropriate data and summarizing key themes from each paper, and (5) comparing and synthesizing key themes. This process has been widely used by researchers (e.g., Williams et al., 2017) to draw together data from different contexts and to provide evidence for future studies and interventions (Tong et al., 2012). The PRISMA-P (Moher et al., 2015) guidelines were used throughout the current meta-synthesis to facilitate a systematic and rigorous approach to the search, sift, and review processes. The first named author contributed to each of the five stages of the meta-synthesis whilst the second and third authors contributed to stages one and three and acted as critical friends during stages two,
four, and five.

**Identifying Published Literature Relevant to the Research Aim**

Comprehensive and systematic searches for published literature (up to January 31, 2020) were conducted using the following electronic databases: SportDiscus, PsycINFO, and CINAHL. These databases were chosen because, collectively, they provide access to studies relating to sports, sports medicine, health, behavioral psychology, and social sciences in many relevant academic disciplines (e.g., sports psychology, coaching psychology, health psychology). The following search strings were used with each word being searched for at either full text (TX) or abstract (AB) level: “coach” (TX) and “stress*” (AB) and “apprais*” (AB), “coach” (TX) and “stress*” (AB) and “emotion” (AB), “coach” (TX) and “stress*” (AB) and “cop*” (AB), and “coach” (TX) and “stress*” (AB) and “well-being*” (AB).

Additional manual searches were conducted using the websites of journals that housed published articles under embargo or those that were not yet listed on electronic databases. This manual search strategy has been used in other published meta-syntheses (e.g., Tamminen & Holt, 2010) and can retrieve literature that does not appear during database searches. We also engaged with citation pearl growing (Schlosser et al., 2006) by searching the reference lists of papers included in the meta-synthesis to identify any other publications that may have met our aim. The final strategy used for sourcing literature involved the inclusion of published literature that the research team was aware of and deemed relevant to the meta-synthesis but had not been returned during the searches (Keegan et al., 2014).

Five inclusion criteria were applied during each stage of the search strategy. Specifically, articles must have (1) been accessible in full-text format; (2) been published in a peer-reviewed journal; (3) been available in full in the English language; (4) been an empirical study that included qualitative data; and (5) presented data on stressors, primary appraisals, emotions, coping, and or PWB among sports coaches. Mixed-methods studies
were included if they contained a qualitative element that could be used for the synthesis (Williams et al., 2017).

The PRISMA-P diagram (see Figure 1) provides an overview of these processes that were used to obtain the final sample of papers. In line with PRISMA-P guidance, articles were initially excluded if they were duplicates or non-peer reviewed sources (e.g., books, theses, conference abstracts). Articles were then sifted at three levels using the inclusion criteria and the aim of this meta-synthesis: (1) title, (2) abstract, and (3) full text. Following the sifting procedures, seven articles met the inclusion criteria and made up the provisional final sample from the electronic database searches. Manual searches of journal websites were then conducted, which returned an additional four papers that were screened using the procedures outlined above. Each of these four papers met the inclusion criteria and were included in the final sample. Citation pearl growing and discussions between the authors about literature we were aware of returned no additional relevant articles.

[Figure 1 near here]

**Appraising Each Study for Research Quality**

Each study in the provisional final sample was reviewed for research quality, which is an essential methodological element that prevents drawing of conclusions from studies with methodological flaws (Thomas & Harden, 2008; Williams & Shaw, 2016). In the current study, we followed Garside’s (2014) recommendations for quality assessment in qualitative research to systematically review the quality of each included study. Thus, the first named author reviewed each study in the final sample based on the following three criteria: (1) trustworthiness (e.g., is the design and execution appropriate to the research question?), (2) theoretical considerations (e.g., does the research connect to an existing framework?), and (3) practical considerations (e.g., does the study provide evidence relevant to practice and policy?). The studies were given a score of either zero, one, or two for each of the criteria (0
To maximize rigor, a random sample of five papers was then reviewed against the same criteria by the second and third named authors. There were discrepancies relating to four of these five papers whereby one or both of the second and third named authors questioned whether they adequately met the three quality criteria. Following critical discussions between the research team, we deemed that these papers did meet the quality criteria, were relevant to the aim of the meta-synthesis, and could make a useful contribution. Thus, the four papers in question were included in the final sample.

Identifying and Extracting Data, and Summarizing, Comparing, and Synthesizing Themes

Relevant data from each paper in the final sample were identified and extracted to a Microsoft® Excel® document (cf. Meyer & Avery, 2009; see Table 1). Any text in the final sample papers that was labelled “results” or “findings” was extracted and recorded in a column titled “key findings” (Thomas & Harden, 2008). The first named author then coded the extracted data based on its meaning and content. This was an important part of the meta-synthesis because it allowed us to recognize similar concepts in different studies, even if they were not expressed using identical words (Thomas & Harden, 2008). We followed thematic analysis methods (see Braun et al., 2016) to execute coding. This involved six phases that we used recursively: (1) familiarizing with the data by extracting information and reading the results of each published paper; (2) generating initial codes across the data set relating to stressors, primary appraisals, emotions, coping, and PWB; (3) searching for themes within the data and beginning to collate these into sub-themes; (4) reviewing the themes with the research team to ensure each one worked in relation to the coded extracts; (5) defining, naming, and refining themes; and (6) producing this manuscript. The construction of sub-themes was both inductive and deductive (i.e., abductive). To expand, we used pre-defined
themes (deductive) that we had generated from previous literature (i.e., Lazarus’ cognitive-motivational-relational theory of stress and emotions, 1991; Skinner et al.’s families of coping, 2003; and Ryff’s conceptualization of PWB, 1989) yet remained open to the generation of new themes and sub-themes throughout our analyses (inductive).

Results

We identified five themes during the thematic synthesis. These were: 1) stressors, 2) primary appraisals, 3) emotions, 4) coping, and 5) impact on PWB. Table 2 provides a definition for each theme and corresponding studies, the sub-themes within them, and their respective definition. We ask the reader to refer to Table 2 when reading the results section to review in full which paper(s) related to each theme and sub-theme. Furthermore, because we adopted a subjectivist epistemology, we ask readers to acknowledge that the data presented here is just one interpretation of the coaches’ experiences that were shared in the included studies. Of the 11 studies in the final sample, five used a theoretical underpinning, such as Lazarus’ (1991) cognitive-motivational-relational theory of stress and emotions, two outlined the authors’ philosophical stance, and one explored the experiences of coaches on voluntary and part-time bases alongside full-time paid coaches.

Stressors

All of the studies included in the final sample offered insight that we interpreted as relevant to coaches’ experiences of stressors. As part of our abductive approach, we remained largely open to themes that could be developed from the data, thus inductive sub-themes were developed within the stressor theme and reflect the coaches’ experiences. These sub-themes (see Table 2) go beyond that which any individual study has presented by translating study findings and by categorizing stressors in a different way to that which published works have
tended to do to offer a more nuanced and conceptually distinct approach.

Coaches experienced a multitude of stressors during their roles. Some coaches often experienced stressors related to working with their athletes, such as athletes underperforming, failing to perform to their full potential during training and competition, unhelpful attitudes towards training, and athlete injury. Furthermore, parents of athletes caused the coach to experience stress and often had a detrimental impact on athlete engagement. While coaches had a lot of contact with their athletes, many coaches experienced isolation in their role: “I mean it is a solitary role, there is nobody to go to, nobody to talk to” (an elite coach based in the United Kingdom from Olusoga et al., 2009). Career transitioning, for example from assistant to head coach, required more responsibility and stronger decision-making skills, which was often reported by coaches as being stressful.

Communication was reported as a stressor by coaches. Experiences such as delivering seminars and providing feedback to players were stressful for coaches from a variety of backgrounds. While communicating with athletes was often seen as a stressor, coaches found it a challenge to know what was appropriate to say at certain times, particularly during difficult and challenging phases of the season and “communicate on the athlete’s level” (Olusoga et al., 2012) when working with elite athletes.

Coaches experienced stressors related to competition, such as winning games, playing finals, and rebuilding clubs as a strong competitive side. Furthermore, coaches experienced expectations as a stressor, which often arose from a variety of external sources, including athletes, parents, the media, and national governing bodies (NBGs), as well as expectations coaches had for themselves: “You really have to produce, especially in this environment where the expectations are so high. There’s always that pressure of feeling like you have to succeed and supersede what you did the year before” (a high-performance woman coach, Durand-Bush et al., 2012).
The coaching profession came with challenges relating to financial support and work-life balance for coaches depending on their type of contract or level of coaching. For example, financial support and contract were pertinent stressors for part-time paid coaches and those operating on a self-employed basis. Furthermore, job security was often experienced as a stressor by those at the higher level of coaching and those in full-time paid positions: “the reality is what gets you hired or fired is your ability to win or lose” (a NCAA Division I head coach, Frey, 2007). Work-life balance stressors were experienced by coaches when they felt pressure to meet deadlines to cement their job role, often causing them to take work home and allow coaching to influence their personal life and consequently work-life balance. Furthermore, women had specific experiences related to work-life balance stressors as they also had parental responsibilities to balance alongside coaching and found it challenging to balance home life alongside coaching, which was evident when returning from maternity leave:

When you are a sports coach, there’s no perfect time to have a baby, I didn’t have nine months off from my coaching job. I think the stress of deciding what’s acceptable in your eyes and what’s acceptable in other people’s eyes and dealing with the guilt of the two is always tricky (Potts et al., 2019).

**Primary Appraisals**

The results of the synthesized studies revealed four different types of primary appraisals (challenge, threat, benefit, and harm/loss) used by coaches to appraise the stressors experienced. The types of primary appraisals that are outlined in Lazarus’ (1999) cognitive-motivational-relational theory proved useful for categorizing the data in this theme. While we were abductive in our analyses, drawing on the well-established existing theoretical works by Lazarus (1999) and the associated definitions of the four types of appraisals (see Table 2) was helpful in guiding our analyses understanding the coaches’ experiences. Our meta-synthesis
approach has informed our interpretation of published findings in ways that generated new knowledge of the target phenomenon. For example, while only Didymus (2017) specifically set out to explore coaches’ primary appraisals in the aim of the study, our meta-synthesis approach allowed for findings to be translated into new knowledge and revealed a further four studies (Chroni et al., 2013; Durand-Bush et al., 2012; Olusoga et al., 2012; Thelwell et al., 2010) that provided experiences related to coaches’ primary appraisals without this being a specific aim of the study or analyzed as such in the results section.

While the coaches provided experiences related to the four types of primary appraisals, the challenge and benefit sub-themes had the fewest experiences reported in the final sample of papers, with only International or Olympic level coaches from Didymus’ (2017) study appraising enthusiasm as a challenge or benefit as they had some relevance to goal attainment. Whereas there were more experiences reported relating to threat and harm/loss appraisals across the four additional studies we translated the findings of (Chroni et al., 2013; Durand-Bush et al., 2012; Olusoga et al., 2012; Thelwell et al., 2010). For example, players ‘coasting’ during training were appraised as a threat due to the potential negative impact it could have on shared goals. Furthermore, performance expectations were appraised as a threat: “every time you feel you’re being tested, placed under the microscope, evaluating your performance” (Chroni et al., 2013). Losing players due to incidents in previous matches and being made redundant and having programs cancelled were appraised as a harm/loss as they inhibited the coaches’ goals:

I have experienced really quite dramatic things like being made redundant and the program being cancelled. That was a big setback in terms of me, my well-being, and the program … At the time, I certainly remember thinking that the decisions had a detrimental effect on my well-being. I’d go as far as saying that they destroyed it (male Olympic or international level coach, Didymus, 2017).
Emotions

The findings from four studies were interpreted as relating to either positively or negative valenced emotions (see Table 2). First, positively valenced emotions were experienced during game situations, which were often expressed by venting positively valenced emotions:

I love it! I love it! Oh my gosh, I love it. I love being able to go and say, this is what we’re about. I have so much to brag about and get excited about. The home visit is my most enjoyable time because I can share with them my passion (Frey, 2007).

Secondly, negatively valenced emotions were experienced mainly by elite level coaches and those working on a full-time and paid basis. The coaches experienced frustration, upset, anger, and disappointment: “… my blood was boiling. I mean, I was frustrated, I was kinda upset, disappointed, angry at the player” (an elite coach in the UK, Olusoga et al., 2010). Coaches often found negatively valenced emotions a challenge to control:

Controlling your emotions is difficult because of your frustrations that come to the surface. You know, I’ve been guilty of getting frustrated and that then has a negative effect on the performance of the team, so you’ve got to learn to control those frustrations and behaviors (a full-time Olympic coach, Potts et al., 2019).

Coping Strategies

Ten studies offered insight that we interpreted as relevant to coaches’ coping strategies. The families of coping outlined by Skinner et al. (2003) were used to categorize the data in this theme and the adaptational nature of the families was useful during the construction of our sub-themes (see Table 2). Following our abductive analytical approach, the results of the synthesized studies revealed that coaches used eight of the 12 coping families (see Table 2) outlined by Skinner et al. (2003), each of which plays a different role
in adaptive processes (see Didymus & Fletcher, 2014; Skinner et al., 2003).

Coping strategies such as alcohol use and abuse, taking a holiday, and ceasing engagement were often used to escape stressors: “once it gets past a certain point where I think that’s it, we’re not gonna make any headway now, I’m quite happy to just stop and come back later” (world class coach, Olusoga et al., 2010). Coaches, particularly those from elite, Olympic, and international level, often isolated themselves from stressors they were experiencing in an effort to cope:

I went away to France for two weeks where there was absolutely nothing, turned my phone off … I just needed to get away from the environment and have some time off because I just found that coaching and the demands were getting too much (a woman voluntary coach from Potts et al., 2019).

Coaches from a variety of backgrounds recognized the importance of communicating effectively with athletes, teams, and parents to assist the coping process, often by delegating tasks to them or seeking advice. Furthermore, drawing on the advice of other experienced coaches and mentors and consulting information from a variety of different sources to cope with stressors and develop their coaching abilities were also reported as helpful strategies by coaches:

I would read a lot of books from sports people, a lot of religious books, a lot of business books, management books … you get the chance to be in contact with other sports and they have a lot of courses that you can go on … so I probably have been to every course that there has been. And, you know, you always learn something (an international or Olympic level coach, Didymus, 2017).

Using humor to communicate messages to their athletes, being consistent in their communication approach, and “outlining and communicating goals, expectations, roles, and responsibilities in an effort to facilitate a supportive environment” (a NCAA head coach,
Frey, 2007) were other strategies coaches drew on. Coaches also drew on problem-solving coping strategies such as creating to-do lists, managing time effectively, and planning training in advance: “I will go through before every match and say, ‘what if this player gets injured,’ so I have written down, literally, 10 or 11 different line-ups that I keep in a folder that I can turn to” (NCAA coach, Frey, 2007). Furthermore, delegating tasks to other team members and putting structures in place were useful, particularly for women coaches. Women coaches also used self-reliance strategies such as imagery, self-talk, and goal setting to cope. Elite coaches often used self-reliance strategies such as acceptance and, in doing so, recognized that there would be difficult and challenging times in the season and they had to accept that stress was a part of the sport environment that helped them to learn:

You can learn from the stress, yeah… if you can cope with it, learn from it and move on… I think it’s just the environment and it’s an essential part of the environment because I think it’s where most of our learning curves actually take place (world class coach, Olusoga et al., 2010).

Social support was integral to helping coaches cope with stressors. Family and friends, other coaches, ex-players, and professionals (e.g., mental performance consultants) were key individuals. Critical friends outside of the sport environment were important in helping world class coaches cope with stressors: “I would never have those critical friends in the environment … a close friend who played the sport but is not in the environment anymore” (Olusoga et al., 2010).

**Impact on Psychological Well-being**

Within this theme, six studies offered insight that we interpreted as relating to the impact of stress transactions on PWB. Our interpretation of the coaches’ experiences was informed by the works of Ryff (1989) and Ryff and Keyes (1995) combined with an abductive approach, developing the proposed sub-themes (see Table 2). Specifically, five out
of their six PWB categories were used when constructing our sub-themes. Only one paper (Durand-Bush et al., 2012) in our final sample explicitly aimed to explore coaches’ PWB, however during the meta-synthesis it was clear that some studies have also explored PWB without purposefully including this aim in their study. This data was analyzed and, as can be seen in the findings (see Table 2), our interpretations of the data brought to the fore a wealth of relevant data from a further five studies that we could use to generate new insights.

A lack of autonomy, by having a lack of control or independence, as per the work of Ryff (1989) and Ryff and Keyes (1995), often resulted in negative ramifications for the coaches. For example, being judged and the impact of expectations or evaluations from others was harmful as the coaches felt they had no control over the ramifications of these. As well as having a lack of autonomy over their work, coaches expressed challenges surrounding their work-life balance and mastering their environment, particularly by balancing both the coaching occupation and the environment in which they operated. This was particularly pertinent among coaches from elite and international coaching backgrounds and impacted their sleep, mood, and personal relationships at home. In line with this finding, women coaches reported an inability to self-regulate during stressful periods which caused a reduction in PWB and was often displayed as physical and/or emotional exhaustion:

I just wanted to curl up in a ball and go to sleep for a few days. And I guess that was probably the climax of my feeling burnout. It was just too much, I felt like I didn’t have a life anymore, I was just doing everything for these kids and there was nothing for me. There was no time to do anytime; there was no time to even recover from illness (a woman coach, Durand-Bush et al., 2012).

Maintaining personal growth, often by having a structured career development plan, was seen as fundamental for having a competitive edge in a continually developing game:

To continually get the best out of ourselves, whether it’s coaches, staff, or players, it’s
continually trying to improve so that you maintain a competitive spot in the competition and that’s the thing that drives me every day when the alarm goes off in the morning (AFL coach, Knights & Ruddock-Hudson, 2016).

Furthermore, relationships with others were a key element of PWB and, in an effort to preserve and improve their PWB, coaches emphasized how the strength of the relationships with their assistant coaches and athletes were integral. Finally, it was important for coaches to be aware of their strengths and weaknesses, and their values and beliefs. These particular elements of self-acceptance were expressed by women coaches, who spoke of their experiences in relation to expectations: “I certainly have high expectations for myself… it’s been reflected in the past by me not ever taking a day off or never… letting anything leave my control, and taking ownership of problems that aren’t mine” (Durand-Bush et al., 2012).

**Discussion**

The aim of this meta-synthesis was to systematically search for and draw together the qualitative research evidence on sports coaches’ experiences of stressors, primary appraisals, emotions, coping, and PWB. By deepening our understanding of sports coaches’ experiences, this meta-synthesis provides an insightful and powerful explanation of the target phenomena (Thomas & Harden, 2008). Our abductive (i.e., deductive and inductive) analytic approach allowed sub-themes to be constructed, going beyond knowledge presented by individual study. By translating study findings and categorizing them in a synthesized way offers a more nuanced and conceptually distinct approach further understanding in the area of study.

Some of the most notable findings of the meta-synthesis relate to the plethora of stressors that coaches can experience, the impact of coaches’ primary appraisals on PWB, and the coping families that coaches can use to serve different adaptational functions. Another noteworthy finding is that there is a lack of qualitative research evidence that specifically explores coaches’ appraisals and PWB despite our findings indicating that
primary appraisals were considered in some studies without being an explicit aim of the paper or a main point of discussion in the results section. Considering the important role of appraisals and the implicit conceptual link with stressors and outcomes of stress transactions (e.g., psychological and physical health, performance), and PWB, further research attention should be dedicated to coaches’ primary appraisals. Accordingly, this knowledge should be used to inform applied interventions, aiming to maximize coaches’ retention within the profession, maintaining health, and enhancing job satisfaction and productivity (cf. Sparks et al., 2001).

The Impact of Stressors on PWB

The results of the thematic synthesis indicate that coaches experience a variety of stressors which often seem to have a detrimental impact on their PWB. For example, our findings align with existing occupational and health literature which highlights the detrimental impact poor working relationships can have on health and PWB (Schaufeli et al., 2007; Street et al., 2009). This could be mitigated by improving both relationships and communication (Sias, 2009), particularly between coaches and their athletes, and building effective social support networks (e.g., via mentoring systems, see Norris et al., 2020). Furthermore, developing resilience appears to be an important skill for coaches to acquire to help mitigate some of the negative impacts of stressors experienced and can help coaches on their developmental journey (Sakar & Hilton, 2020). Resilience building can protect coaches from the impact of work-related stress (Howard, 2008) and burnout, and make them more likely to thrive in stressful situations as observed in other professions (Grant & Kinman, 2012). In addition, acknowledging that job insecurity can have a negative impact on an individual’s work attitudes and behavior (Hellgren et al., 1999) as well as their psychological health (see, for a review, Sverke et al., 2006), it seems imperative that National Governing Bodies dedicate further attention in addressing job insecurity in the coaching profession. This
aim should not only improve the PWB of coaching professionals, but also minimize experiences of anxiety, depressive states, and negatively valenced emotions (see also van Vuuren et al., 1991). At an organizational level, it seems essential that coaching work environments are as contractually secure as possible and zero hours and temporary coaching contracts are kept to a minimum.

Findings from this meta-synthesis suggest that coaches may be experiencing an ineffective work-life balance, which has been associated in the wider occupational health literature with reduced job and life satisfaction (Allen et al., 2000), decreased PWB (Stebbings et al., 2012), and burnout (Bentzen et al., 2016b; Umene-Nakano et al., 2013). Although these findings have still to be confirmed among the coaching profession, our synthesised results indicate that applied interventions for coaches’ PWB should consider effective ways of promoting work-life balance. Following previous organizational findings (Zheng et al., 2015), future interventions in this area should consider both individual and organizational level programs when aiming to improve health and PWB. Although women are notably underrepresented across the sport psychology and sport coaching research area (Carson et al., 2018; Kenttä et al., 2020; Norman & Rankin-Wright, 2016), which is problematic in itself, our findings indicate that this population seems to be experiencing increased work-life balance demands reported as stressors, particularly related with maternal duties. These findings support those of other women in different professions (Lyonette et al., 2007) and could be due to women striving to accommodate both work and family life (Guillaume & Pochic, 2009). Although this can be an enriching balancing act, it can also be a paradoxical equilibrium (Greenhaus & Powell, 2006) that exasperates stress (Nomaguchi et al., 2005). It is, therefore, essential that National Governing Bodies are mindful when providing support to coaches who are also parents and balancing multiple roles and responsibilities, particularly women coaches to fully understand their demands and inform
support interventions. A significant shift in thinking among National Governing Bodies is required to support coaches, for example by providing childcare at competition locations or support for coaches who need to travel to competitions and stay away from the family home.

**Appraising and PWB**

A lack of literature explicitly exploring primary appraisals among coaches was evident, despite the importance of appraising for PWB (Berjot & Gilet, 2011) and other outcomes of stress transactions (e.g., physical health; Lazarus, 1999), which could be due to a number of factors. First, just one study (Didymus, 2017) explicitly examined appraisals, yet our meta-synthesis approach and abductive analyses was useful in allowing us to interpret published findings in ways that generated new knowledge of the target phenomenon. Indeed, this approach uncovered further knowledge from four papers (Chroni et al., 2013; Durand-Bush et al., 2012; Olusoga et al., 2012; Thelwell et al., 2010) without appraisals being a specific aim of the study or a main feature of the results sections. Second, the nature of appraising being either deliberate and conscious or automatic and largely unconscious (Lazarus, 1999), which means individuals are often unaware of their appraisals (Didymus, 2017), thus making them a challenge to explore. Appraisal is an arbitrary distinction made by theorists to ease the analysis of the conditions that may give rise to emotions (Lazarus, 1999). Therefore, future research should adopt in-depth qualitative methods (e.g., longitudinal daily diaries) which are framed to explore individuals’ detailed evaluations of stressors, how they have interpreted the stressors, and the core relational themes underlying emotions to explore appraisals.

Appraising stressors as a threat or harm/loss can mentally and physically exhaust coaches and in the long term can cause damage to well-being (Lazarus, 1991), which may be a contributing factor for coaches opting to withdraw from the occupation. Yet, appraising stressors as a challenge are more likely to have positive implications for well-being (Berjot &
Gillet, 2011). Situational properties of stressors may help to explain why stressors are appraised in different ways and, in turn, the impact on physical and psychological health outcomes (Didymus, 2017; Didymus & Fletcher, 2012). Practitioners working with coaches to maximize their PWB should dedicate special attention to how coaches are appraising stressors and, in particular, understand which appraisals have been beneficial for them in the past and find effective ways to reproduce them. This could be done via cognitive restructuring, which can optimize appraisals (see e.g., Didymus & Fletcher, 2017b), and via mindfulness practice (Kaiseler et al., 2017a). It will also be useful to educate coaches on appraisals and allow them time to examine their own experiences, which will help develop a more solid evidence base on which interventions can be developed.

**Emotions and PWB**

While negatively valenced emotions (e.g., frustration and upset) can have a detrimental impact on both performance and PWB (Gross & John, 2003), positively valenced emotions (e.g., excitement) are thought to trigger an upwards spiral in the enhancement of PWB (Fredrickson & Joiner, 2002). Positively valenced emotions can also have a positive impact on an individual’s interpersonal relationships and stress tolerance (Bar-On, 2000). Our findings suggest that coaches across some studies found difficulty in regulating their emotions. Further research is warranted to fully understand the context of negative and positive valenced emotions among coaches, which will help inform interventions on ways in which coaches’ experiences of positively valenced emotions could be maximized. One way this could be achieved is via mental health awareness training, which can contribute to positive changes in the emotional climate of performance environments (Sebbens et al., 2016). Additionally, the usefulness of applied interventions such as mindfulness and reappraisal proved to be useful to regulate emotions across other populations (e.g., Doll et al., 2016) should be investigated among coaches. Finally, developing emotional intelligence
among coaches, which is often seen among world-class coaches (Hodgson, Butt, & Maynard, 2017) can help coaches to understand and respond to what is going on in their environment and consistently act in an effective way (Cook, Fletcher, & Peyrebrune, 2021).

**Coping and PWB**

The findings are consistent with previous literature, in that families of coping, such as negotiation, information seeking, and problem solving, have been shown to contribute to positive health and PWB (Almassy et al., 2014; Greenglass & Fiksenbaum, 2009). Furthermore, using negotiation, information seeking, and or problem solving coping strategies can reduce the deterioration of physical health towards the end of a stressful period of time (Park & Alder, 2003) and can minimize the potentially harmful effects of stress transactions (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1997). Other strategies, such as self-reliance strategies (e.g., visualization) and relaxation techniques (e.g., progressive muscular relaxation), which were drawn on by coaches, can enhance PWB (Edwards & Steyn, 2008) and can also optimize stress transactions. Furthermore, the development of strong working relationships (van der Kaap-Deeder, 2016), as the coaches did with their athletes, other experienced coaches, and mentors, are essential for contributing to positive health outcomes (Barbarin et al., 1985). In developing such relationships, this will also allow coaches to work with their athletes to cope with shared stressors (Bodenmann, 1995; 2005) which can maximize PWB for all parties. Future research should explore how developing these helpful types of coping strategies among coaches could be helpful in informing the development of stress management tactics and help to augment PWB.

Drawing on escape and avoidance coping strategies, such as using alcohol, switching off, or sleeping, which were reported by coaches, can contribute to lower PWB (Glidden et al., 2006) and can lead to burnout if experienced over a sustained period of time (Lundkvist et al., 2012). Furthermore, isolating oneself in an effort to cope with stressors, which was a
strategy used by those at the upper echelons of the coaching workforce, can have a
detrimental impact on an individual’s PWB (e.g., Brasher et al., 2010) and can have wider
negative consequences for the coaching workforce in terms of absenteeism and coach
turnover. In light of these findings, it seems crucial to further understand what effective
coping strategies for coaches are, as these are often the catalyst in determining the outcome
of the stressor on the individual, particularly on PWB and other physical and psychological
health related outcomes. Future research should explore and understand coaches’ coping
effectiveness and whether this could be influenced by other factors, such as personality as
observed across the athlete literature (Kaiseler et al., 2017b), and the impact of coping
effectiveness on wellbeing outcomes.

Strengths and Limitations

This meta-synthesis contributes original knowledge by applying rigorous methods to
systematically search for and draw together the qualitative research evidence relating to
stressors, primary appraisals, emotions, coping, and PWB among sports coaches. The meta-
synthesis allowed us to analyze, interpret, and critique (Lachal et al., 2017) the relevant sport
psychology and coaching psychology literature and to examine coaches’ stress transactions,
coping, and their potential impact on PWB. This is also beneficial if we are to offer evidence-
based support to practitioners who are designing and using interventions and National
Governing Bodies who can make changes at a policy and organizational level. Furthermore,
by doing a meta-synthesis of qualitative research, we addressed the aforementioned
limitations of previous reviews (c.f. Fletcher & Scott, 2010; Norris et al., 2017) enabling
rigorous deepen understanding of sports coaches’ experiences (Williams et al., 2017) of
psychological stress and PWB. In doing so, we were able to go beyond the findings and
conclusions of primary studies to provide more powerful explanations of the experiences
being explored (Thomas & Harden, 2008). The knowledge gained during this process has
helped to understand and direct future research avenues that must be explored among the coaching profession (e.g., work-life balance, job security, social support networks, and links to PWB). Furthermore, this body of work provides useful knowledge to inform both individual and organizational level interventions.

There are, however, some limitations that should be noted, particularly those relating to the studies reviewed. For example, it is important that qualitative researchers outline their methodological stance (see e.g., Smith & McGannon, 2017) to facilitate rigor and allow readers to understand and follow the researcher’s traditions (Bishop & Holmes, 2013; McGannon et al., 2019). Despite this knowledge, only two studies (Didymus, 2017; Potts et al., 2019) included in this meta-synthesis provided an overview of the researchers’ guiding philosophy (see Table 1). Furthermore, while stressors and coping have received some research attention among coaches, this meta-synthesis calls attention to a dearth of literature on coaches’ primary appraisals, emotions, and PWB. Researchers should make appraisals, emotions, and PWB among coaches the direct foci of future work, not least because of the explanatory potential of appraising but also for the important implications of PWB for coach health and performance.

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research

The findings of this meta-synthesis go beyond those of any single study and deepen our understanding of the target phenomena among both men and women coaches from a variety of coaching levels. The findings and discussions of this meta-synthesis allow clarification on the impact that stress transactions can have on coaches’ PWB. For example, stressors relating to working in isolation had a detrimental impact on PWB whilst strong working relationships with athletes often had positive implications for coaches. Our findings relating to coping focus on the families of coping efforts that coaches can use during stressful transactions. In particular, strategies such as negotiation and problem solving were important
for increasing and maintaining PWB, whereas strategies such as escape and avoidance can be not only harmful for coaches’ PWB but can have wider negative implications for the coach turnover and absenteeism. Our findings highlight that, whilst coaches clearly experience both positively (e.g., excitement) and negatively (e.g., frustration and upset) valenced emotions during their roles, the final sample of published literature contained limited data on emotions, particularly those that are positively valenced. This warrants further exploration, especially when considering the role that positively valenced emotions can play in nourishing and fostering PWB (Folkman, 2008) and the detrimental impact negatively valenced emotions can have on both performance and PWB (Gross & John, 2003). It is imperative to continue working with men and women coaches from a variety of coaching backgrounds to understand their experiences, particularly of appraising, emotional responses, and the consequential impact on their PWB. This could be done by adopting longitudinal and prospective research approaches to fully understand stress individual and organizational experiences, and how they relate to coaches’ behavioral and performance-related outcomes. Research of this nature would address significant voids in extant qualitative research evidence and will help to inform the development of a wide range of useful applied interventions addressing coaches individual (e.g., managing negatively valenced emotions) and organizational (e.g., those on operating on part-time or voluntary bases) needs.
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